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Low Moisture Peroxide Cleaner
Low Moisture Peroxide Cleaner

Form..................................................................Liquid
Color.............................................................Colorless
pH Concentrate..............................................3.0-4.0
Specific Gravity @ 75OF.........................................1.012
Density @ 75OF.................................8.43 lbs Per Gallon
Viscosity @ 75OF..................................................<50cP
Flash Point..........................................................N/A

 4x1 Gallon Case
Bottles Contain 25% PCR
Carton Contains 55% PCF
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WENCO® REMARKABLE LMP™ This versatile product combines the cleaning 
power of peroxide with the technology of polymer encapsulation.  The readily 
biodegradable components and surfactant synergy requires much less water to 
clean carpet fibers.  The polymer technology encapsulates remaining soil and dries 
to a brittle state that is later vacuumed away. The result is carpets stay cleaner longer 
and extends the cleaning cycle. Requires no additional harsh solvents of detergents.  
Safe to use on stain resistant carpets as well as natural fibers such as wool.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Always pretest first in an inconspicuous spot for color fastness 

The following 4 cleaning tasks can use the same dilution rate at 1:12 for 
an RTU solution:  
Mix 10oz. with 118 oz. of water to make a one gallon of 
RTU product.  Apply using a pump –up, battery or electric sprayer with 
an even overlapping spray to create a “moist-to-the-touch feel”.

1. Low Moisture Encapsulation:  Spray RTU solution on affected areas.
Agitate with a counter-rotating brush or floor machine with a shampoo
brush.  Let dry
completely and the vacuum.

2. Bonnet Cleaning:  Spray RTU solution on your bonnet to moist.  Us-
ing a floor machine, evenly scrub the carpet with your bonnet.  Let dry
completely then vacuum.

3. Pre-Spray / Traffic Lane: Spray RTU solution on
affected soiled areas.  Let dwell 5-10 minutes then
agitate where needed with a soft brush or bonnet.  Extract.

4. Upholstery Cleaning: Spray RTU solution on affected area.  Do not
over wet.  Allow sufficient contact time to loosen soil.  Agitate if neces-
sary with a soft brush. Extract.

Hot Water Extraction:  Mix at 1:64 (2oz. per gallon) of water.  For use as 
a neutralizing carpet rinse add 2oz. per 5 gallon of water. 
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ITEM# FCRLMP-GL


